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ANOTHER SORTIE FOR PRISTINE ROCKS AT MARE TRANQUILLITATIS: 
CHEMISTRY OF 1-4 MM BASALTIC FRAGMENTS IN SOIL 10085,1161 -- Gregory A. 
Snyder, John D. Chambers, and Lawrence A. Taylor, Planetary Geosciences Institute, Dept. of 
Geological Sciences, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 3 7996. 

Mare basalts are fractionated melts of the lunar interior and, thus, are crucial in the study of lunar 
petrologic evolution through time. In order to expand our knowledge of the character of basalt sources 
beneath the lunar near-side, we continue our modus operand of searching for "new", pristine, basalt 
rocklets in the 1-4 mm fraction of soil 10085. We report 13 INA trace-element analyses of, for the most 
part, KREEPy rocks (K > 2400 ppm; La > 28 ppm). However, six "possibly pristine" fragments do 
indicate basaltic affinities, includmg four which are similar in composition to Group B3-B 1 basalts and two 
which are similar to Group B2 basalts. 
INTRODUCTION: SAMPLE 10085 -- Soil sample 10085 was collected in ALSRC container 1003 as 
part of the Bulk Sample at the Apollo 11 landing site and origrnally consisted of 569 grams of "fines". 
This sample was sieved and thought to contain only <lmm fines; however, upon further examination, 
approximately 172 grams of fragments were found to be >lmm in size [I]. This size fraction became 
subsample 10085,104. A separate subsample of approximately 57 grams was then split (, 1 16 l), and it is 
from this subsample that the fragments described herein were taken. Twenty-six 1-4 mm rocklets, mostly 
basaltic to gabbroic in hand specimen and varying in mass from 95 to 18 mg were chosen from soil 10085 
for a reconnaissance trace-element study. Thirteen of these analyses are reported here. Mineral chemistry 
will be performed on six intriguing samples, once their radioactivity has reduced to acceptable levels. 
TRACE-ELEMENT COMPOSITION OF IGNEOUS FRAGMENTS IN SOIL 10085,1161-- All 
thuteen rocklets were analyzed for a suite of trace elements by INA methods at the High Flux Isotope 
Reactor, Oak Ridge, TN (Table 1). The analyses are plotted on a K (ppm) vs. La (ppm) diagram along 

Table 1: Elements Analyzed bv INAA for 1-4 mm Framnents from Soil 10085 

nd = not detected (below detection limit [3 ppb]). 
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with fields for the Group B3-B1 and Group 8 2  high- 
Ti basalts from Apollo 11 (Fig. 1). Seven of the 
igneous fragments plot well to the upper right of 30 

these high-Ti basalt fields at 2-8x higher K 25 
abundances. Three of these samples (, 1270; ,1272; P & ,1273) have detectable Ir (11.1 to 18.8 ppb) and a 2 0  
are likely not pristine. Ali seven of these rocklets 4 
indicate an overwhelming KREEP component. cP 15 

d 
Four of these fragments (,1268; ,1269; ,1271; 10 
,1280) plot within the field for Groups B3-B1 high- 
Ti basalts, and two others (,I276 & ,1283) plot 5 
within the field for Group B2 basalts in Fig. 1. 

Basaltic Fragments 

During piclung and splitting of the samples at the 0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 
JSC Curatorial Facility in July of 1993, photographs 
were taken and visual observations made. The four K ( P P ~ )  
rocklets which plot within the Groups B3-B1 field appear to be coarser grained than the two rocklets whlch 
plot within the Group B2 field. 

200 The full REE patterns for all six 
basaltic fragments are also shown in Fig. 
2. As with known high-Ti mare basalts, 
five of these basalts are LREEdepleted. 

100 C, .d The two basalts with the highest LREE 

4 abundances (,I276 & ,1283) exhibit 
similar LREE depletion. Three of the four 

50 basalts with lower REE abundances are 
uniformly more LREEdepleted. In fact, 

4 

Y 30 
t h~s  degree of LREEdepletion is similar to 
other proposed Group B3-B 1 basalt 

20 
fragments from soil 10002 [2]. Although 
sample ,1268 exhibits a demonstrably 
different LREE pattern, its HREEs are 
quite similar in abundances and pattern to 

10 
Eu Tb Lu 

the other basalts. Therefore, the 
La sipficance of the LREE pattern of this 

Ce Nd Sm DY Yb fragment is not certain. 

CONCLUSIONS -- Over the last two years, we have analyzed a total of 25 igneous fragments from soils 
10002 and 10085 and have found several "new" rocklets which may be classified as follows: one Group 
B1 basalt (10002,1015), nine Group B3 basalts (10002: ,1009; ,1010; ,1011; ,1015; ,1018; 10085: 
,1268; ,1269; ,1271; ,1280), one possible Group D basalt (10002,1006), and a ferroan anorthosite 
(10002,1014). The final determination of the pristinity of samples from soil 10085,1161 will await the 
chemical analyses of constituent minerals by electron microprobe. In this regard, it is encouraging to note 
that, of those samples from soil 10002 which were thought to be pristine based on traceelement, whole- 
rock chemistry [2], only two have been determined to be nonpristine [3]. 
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